Where is the final stage of the JAS being held?
The Finals are split over two days and are held in conjunction with the Junior Masters at Deer Park Archers in Gloucestershire. Recurve and longbow finals are on Saturday 9th September. Compound and barebow finals take place the following day on Sunday 10th September.

Are the Juniors Masters and the final JAS stage the same competition?
The Junior Masters is a competition in its own right, but it is also stage 5 of the JAS with the points counting towards the results of the JAS.

How does an archer qualify for stage five of the Junior Archery Series?
An archer only needs to have competed at 3 of the first 4 stages. You will then get an invite from AGB to enter for the final stage through Sport80. Qualifying for the Junior Masters was either through the JMB score route OR by attending 3 of the first 4 stages of JAS.

Does it mean that there could be a lot more people in a category than there were in the first 4 JAS stages?
Yes, due to a number of archers having qualified for the Masters through JMB scores.

How does someone become the Junior Archery Series Champion for 2023?
Points earned at the final stage are added to the best 3 results from the first 4 stages. This person becomes the overall JAS Champion.

What is the Grand Final shoot-off?
This is a bit of fun to round off the JAS for 2023. Taken from the JAS rankings, the top 4 ranked male and female archers in recurve, compound and barebow categories will be invited to the GF shoot-off. We will start off with a maximum of 24 archers and work our way down to just 3. Each archer will shoot at their respective distance (i.e. RU21 at 70m, RU18 at 60m; RU15 at 50m and RU12 shooting at 30m).

Does the archer that has finished first in each category go through to the Grands Final shoot off?
No, it's the top 4 from any age group. You may have for example 2 from RU21W and then 2 from RU15W, or all 4 could be from the RU21W.

What is the format of the Grand Final shoot off?
The shoot off is of elimination format with each archer shooting 3 arrows in 2 mins. The archer with the lowest score drops out until we are left with a winner. In the event of a tie then the nearest to the centre rule will apply.

What awards will be given out on the day?
Junior Masters medals & awards. JAS Overall Champion medals, by class, division and category. JAS Grand Final Winners - 1 award for each of recurve, compound and barebow.